
 

 

A MICROAMP THAT DOESN’T LACK OF MUSCLES 

 MicroCombo 3W is mighty, while remaining mobile 
 - Solid european walnut enclosure. Size : 25cmx17cmx12cm. 
 - Power 3W RMS. 230V mains supply integrated or external Laptop type. 
 - 5 "/ 91dB loudspeaker, Celestion, Sica or Jensen, to be chosen when ordering. 

The increased power and emissive surface enable a comfortable performance. 

SOUND AND TEXTURE  

 3 voicings and a special control to set the tone and the general grain. 

- Normal (center): 100-5000 Hz flat bandwidth. Clean sound for normal input level. 
- Fat: 80-200Hz bass boost and fatter grain for those who like some dirty sound. 
- Sharp: 1500-6000 Hz treble boost and crunch on the accents, welcome in rock / pop. 

 Combine tone control with a single knob to handle midrange and treble. 
Flat (center) – Attenuated treble below - hollowed medium and boosted treble above. 

 Germanium amplification without sourness 

Warm sound and rounded response even when the amp is heavy overdrived. 

The light grain of the preamp and the drive of the power amp combine to deliver a sonic 
texture that is not that of the tube, but has nothing to regret! 

CONNECTIVITY  

 MicroCombo3W gives to you a full connectivity 

- Input Jack. High impedance buffered input. Nominal level to be selected when ordering. 
- Phone output  jack (3.5mm), disconnecting the speaker, adjustable volume (on request). 
- Line output jack (6.35mm), to connect another amp, a PA system or a recorder. 
- Speaker output jack(6,35 mm), to connect another cabinet. 
- IEC mains socket (on internal 230V power supply option). 
- 2.1mm coaxial jack, center positive (on external power supply option). 
  The power then varies between 2W and 4W RMS for a supply between 16V and 24V. 

AN HIGH QUALITY FOR A COMPRESSED PRICE…  
All that for 269€  

Find our products and services on http://guitarpoppa.com 

GeAmp 3W  
is a little but bally amplifier,  
made for guitar and harmonica… 

The vintage electronics, selected  
brand loudspeakers, the walnut  
enclosure give to it a warm sounding 
and a vivid dynamic. 

More powerful than  
the MicroCombo 1W,  
it will let you better project  
the sound of your instrument  
and even play on a small stage. 

 

 


